Let ( R, m ) be a local ring and / be an m-primary ideal such that dimA.(///m) = /, where k = R/m. Denote the associated graded ring with respect to/, ®%Lor"/r"+l, by G,(R). Then G,(R)^ R/I[X.X,}/£, for some homogeneous ideal £. Set M = maxdeglsis;,/, where {/¡,... ,f,} is a set of homogeneous elements which form a minimal basis of £. The main result in this note is that if R is a Cohen-Macaulay local ring of dimension 1 and if G,(R) is free over R/I, then M =6 r( I) + 1, where r(I) is the reduction number of /. It follows that M < e(R) where e( R ) is the multiplicity of R.
1. Introduction. First of all, we refer the reader to [5] and this induces an isomorphism ;: Ker<f> -»Ker</>'. Let {/,,...,/,} be a set of homogeneous elements which form a minimal basis of £. We will study the upper bound maxdeg,,;,^,/ = M. Remark 1. We can see that the number of elements and the set of degrees of elements in the minimal basis of £ are invariant of £. This fact comes from [1, III- §1, Definition 1 and Lemma 1] with a slight modification.
2. The case when dim R = 1. We consider the case when R is a Cohen-Macaulay local ring of dimension 1. Before we prove the main theorem, we will mention the flat change of local rings R -» R(u) = R[u]mR [u] , where u is an indeterminate. Proof. We will prove by induction on/ When/ = 0, £ n XxPr C £ is obviously true. Suppose/ > 0 and the claim is true for/ -1. Let X{ + Xg E £, where g E Pr.
We write g = 1f=rg¡ with g, homogeneous and degree of g, = i, for any i = r,... ,p.
Since %f=rX{+ig¡ E £ and £ is a homogeneous ideal, X{ + Xgt E £ for / = r,...,p.
Therefore, (Xy + t)(X{g, + Ê) = 0 in R/I[Xí,...,Xl]/ñ.
We know that A', + £ corresponds to 3c, and A/g, + £ corresponds to some elements in I"/I"+x, where n^r+j.
Hence A/g, + £ = 0 since (0: xxG,(R)) n I"/ln+x = 0 for all m s* r -1. This means A/g, G £ for j = r,...,p.
By induction hypothesis, A/g, G P' '£, for i = r".. ,p. Now, A/ + xg = Xx2f=rX{g, E PJt. So we get £ n X{+ xPr E P>£. Claim 2. £ n Pr+X+J E PJ\Z, for any; s= 0. Proof. Before Claim 1, we had Pr+X c XxPr + £. Now pr+2 = p.pr+i cP(xxPr + £) = A,/"+l + PtE X^X^P1-+ £) + P£ = Ar12/,r + P£.
By the same way we get Pr+ '+J C Ay + 'Pr + PJ£, for any/ s= 0. Next, Pr+1 +y n ß c ( Ay+lpr + pj\Z) n £ = ;r/+'P' n £ + p>£ c />■>£, since Claim 1 holds.
To finish the proof, let {/,,...,/,} be a set of homogeneous elements which form a minimal basis of £. Assume some/'s have degree greater than r + 1, say deg fx=r + 1 +/ for some/>0. Then/, G £ n (A,,.. .,Xl)r+x+JC ( Xx,... ,X.)Jt. Therefore /, = 2"=,/i,g, with h¡ E (Xx,...,X,)j, g, G £ and h,, g, are homogeneous elements for any /'. Since/, is a homogeneous element, we can assume deg /, = deg h¡g¡ for any i. Now deg higi = r + 1 + j and deg h¡ >j imply deg g,■ *£ r + 1 so that g, G £ is in (f2,...,ft).
So, /, G (f2,...,/). A contradiction follows from the minimality of the / 's. Proof. By Lemmas 2 and 3, we just need to prove the theorem in the ring R(u). Therefore we can assume R/m is infinite. We will prove the theorem by induction 
